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Getting the books Mulry Megan Rebel For Is R now is not type of inspiring means. You could not lonely going taking into account books amassing or library or borrowing from your contacts to door
them. This is an unquestionably easy means to speciﬁcally acquire guide by on-line. This online notice Mulry Megan Rebel For Is R can be one of the options to accompany you gone having additional time.
It will not waste your time. undertake me, the e-book will no question atmosphere you new concern to read. Just invest little period to entry this on-line publication Mulry Megan Rebel For Is R as
without diﬃculty as review them wherever you are now.

KEY=R - HOUSTON CASSIDY
R IS FOR REBEL
...AND ROYALTY, RELATIVES, REALITY, AND RUNNING FROM LOVE...
Sourcebooks, Inc. "A romantic, fantastic, enchanting treat."—Eloisa James, New York Times bestselling author of The Ugly Duchess for A Royal Pain Being royal isn't all it's cracked
up to be... Abigail Heyworth, youngest daughter of the 18th Duke of Northrop, is not your typical British royal—she'll take a recycling drive over a charity ball any day. She can't
stand hats and heels. Abby's not getting much sympathy, of course, because everyone thinks the life of royalty is so charmed. But to Abigail, keeping up appearances is unbearable,
while running away doesn't seem to work either. Just when she feels like she's getting whiplash from swinging between ﬂat-out rebellion to miserable capitulation, Abigail meets an
all-American self-made millionaire who challenges her on every level. It may turn out that what Abigail is searching for kind of resembles the American Dream... Praise for USA
Today bestseller A Royal Pain: "A delightful love story...worth reading again and again."—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review "Filled with clever characters, witty banter, and steamy
sex, readers won't be able to put it down."—RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars "Fresh, funny, and engaging."—Booklist

R IS FOR REBEL
...AND ROYALTY, RELATIVES, REALITY, AND RUNNING FROM LOVE...
Sourcebooks, Inc. Praise for A Royal Pain: "A romantic, fantastic, enchanting treat."—Eloisa James, New York Times bestselling author of The Ugly Duchess Being royal isn't all it's
cracked up to be... Abigail Heyworth, youngest daughter of the 18th Duke of Northrop, is not your typical British royal—she'll take a recycling drive over a charity ball any day. She
can't stand hats and heels. Abby's not getting much sympathy, of course, because everyone thinks the life of royalty is so charmed. But to Abigail, keeping up appearances is
unbearable, while running away doesn't seem to work either. Just when she feels like she's getting whiplash from swinging between ﬂat-out rebellion to miserable capitulation,
Abigail meets an all-American self-made millionaire who challenges her on every level. It may turn out that what Abigail is searching for kind of resembles the American Dream...
Praise for USA Today bestseller A Royal Pain: "A delightful love story...worth reading again and again."—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review "Filled with clever characters, witty
banter, and steamy sex, readers won't be able to put it down."—RT Book Reviews, 4 ½ stars "Fresh, funny, and engaging."—Booklist

BOUND WITH HONOR
A REGENCY REIMAGINED NOVEL
Riptide Publishing Lord Archibald Cambury, Marquess of Camburton, has never wanted for anything . . . except normalcy. Although he adores both of his loving mothers, and his
vivacious twin sister with her two husbands, he wants a wife. One wife. Full stop. Is that so much to ask? Miss Selina Ashby appears to be everything Archie has always wanted in a
marchioness: demure, soft-spoken, and pretty, with a quick mind and delectable humor. Yes, she is a bit forward, but he chalks that up to youth. Yes, she has a very particular
friend in Beatrix Farnsworth, but he chalks that up to loyalty. He is a lord; she is a lady; they are in love. And so they marry. That should be the end of it. But when Archie discovers
that his wife is as passionate with her particular friend Beatrix as he is with his particular friend Christopher, his world is shattered. He must decide if Selina’s love is big enough for
both of them—and whether normalcy is truly more important than the love he feels for both the man and the woman who have become so dear to him.

BOUND TO BE A GROOM
"Sometimes our wildest dreams come true. " In the tumultuous summer of 1808, Spain and England are close to war and four young lovers are close to ecstasy. To carve out an
independent life with the woman she loves, Anna knows she must leave her quiet Spanish convent to become a courtesan. To gain experience, she sets her sights on . . . Sebastian,
whose powerful, aristocratic conﬁdence suits Anna's mercenary goals. But his arrogance masks a craving for submission that Anna instinctively satisﬁes. Sebastian soon begs for
her hand in marriage, even if it means sharing her with . . . Pia, who trusts Anna completely-with her body and her future-until she learns of Anna's hasty marriage. Pia questions
their commitment to each other as they leave for London to meet . . . Farleigh, the seemingly feckless duke who thinks he's over Sebastian, the potent Spanish soldier he bedded
two years ago. What begins as a series of erotic escapades soon evolves into a deep, unbreakable bond. Two men and two women who yearn to explore are about to make their
wildest dreams come true.

IF THE SHOE FITS
Sourcebooks, Inc. "Both ﬂirty and intense, and combining a luxury fashion setting with the English aristocracy, this love story will elicit many a contented sigh among romance
fans."—Kirkus To woo this American woman, this British aristocrat is going to have to take a walk in her shoes... With paparazzi nipping at his heels, Devon Heyworth, rakish brother
of the Duke of Northrop, spends his whole life hiding his intelligence and ﬂaunting his playboy persona. Fast cars and faster women give the tabloids plenty to talk about. American
entrepreneur Sarah James is singularly unimpressed with "The Earl" when she meets him at a wedding. But she's made quite an impression on him. When he pursues her all the way
across the pond, he discovers that Miss James has no intention of being won over by glitz and glamor—she's got real issues to deal with, and the last thing she needs is larger-thanlife royalty mucking about her business... Praise for USA Today bestseller A Royal Pain: "A romantic, fantastic, enchanting treat...Don't miss A Royal Pain!"—Eloisa James, New York
Times bestselling author of The Ugly Duchess "Megan Mulry is a must-read author. Highly recommended."—Jennifer Probst, New York Times bestselling author of The Marriage
Mistake "Filled with clever characters, witty banter, and steamy sex, readers won't be able to put it down."—RT Book Reviews, 5 Stars

A ROYAL PAIN
Sourcebooks, Inc. USA Today Bestseller! "A delightful love story...worth reading again and again."—Publishers Weekly Starred Review A life of royalty seems so attractive...until
you're invited to live it... Smart, ambitious, and career driven, Bronte Talbot started following British royalty in the gossip mags only to annoy her intellectual father. But her
fascination has turned into a not-so-secret guilty pleasure. When she starts dating a charming British doctoral student, she teases him unmercifully about the latest scandals of his
royal countrymen, only to ﬁnd out—to her horror!!—that she's been having a ﬂing with the nineteenth Duke of Northrop, and now he wants to make her...a duchess? In spite of her
frivolous passion for all things royal, Bronte isn't at all sure she wants the reality. Is becoming royalty every American woman's secret dream, or is it a nightmare of disapproving
dowagers, paparazzi, stiﬀ-upper-lip tea parties, and over-the-top hats? "Laugh-out-loud funny with super sexy overtones."—Catherine Bybee, New York Times bestselling author of
Wife By Wednesday "Take one sparky, sailor-mouthed American girl and one handsome English aristocrat. Put them together and watch the sparks ﬂy. Sizzling fun!"— Jill Mansell,
New York Times bestselling author of Nadia Knows Best "A whole new twist on trans-Atlantic romance-sexy, fresh, and delightfully diﬀerent."—Susanna Kearsley, New York Times
bestselling author of Mariana

SCREAM FOR ME
A NOVEL OF THE NIGHT HUNTER
Montlake Romance FBI agent Cadence Hollow and her partner Kyle McKenzie are stalking a serial killer known as the Night Hunter, but the killer, sensing the agents' mutual
attraction, plans to use their desires to escape capture and kill again.

BOUND TO BE A BRIDE
A NOVELLA
Sourcebooks, Inc. An exciting erotic novella from acclaimed author Megan Mulry set in Napoleonic Spain. Featuring the sensual art of Japanese rope binding, this is a fresh and
intriguing spin on BDSM. Seventeen-year-old Isabella (Doña Isabella de Suárez de Figueroa y Córdoba), daughter of the Duke of Feria, is preparing for her arranged marriage to the
son of a wealthy aristocrat. On the morning of her wedding day, after weeks of planning, Isabella escapes from the palace, believing she is riding to freedom. Unfortunately, after
only a few hours on horseback, Isabella happens upon a small band of three gentlemen who restrain her and take her hostage. Ultimately, after they realize she is most likely a
woman of privilege, they oﬀer their assistance, as all of them are also headed to Aveiro, a port city in Portugal, to escape their familial obligations. While they are travelling, Isabella
and Javier, the leader, develop a tender aﬀection. When Javi (Francisco Javier de la Mina) insists on binding Isabella's wrists and ankles each night—ostensibly to prevent her escape
or theft of their goods-the ritual soon turns into a heated game of unspoken sexual promise that is ultimately consummated when they discover their true identities.
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THE FIRE FLOWER
Untreed Reads The kiss was as nothing she’d ever known…the warmth and sweetness of his mouth was so new to her… Beautiful young Mary Monk was trembling when she
surrendered her innocence to dashing Cavalier nobleman Gideon Hawkes to save herself from the destitution the Great Fire of London had assured. Gideon took her on a whim, to
satisfy a ﬂeeting desire. Yet what began as a coupling of a jaded man’s lust and a desperate girl’s need soon turned into something far stronger and deeper. Gideon had the power
and the purpose to make Mary blossom as a woman, with a woman’s passions and a woman’s fulﬁllment. And in Mary, Gideon discovered something he had never known, even with
the most dazzling ladies and captivating courtesan who frequented the lavish and licentious courts of Europe. For what he had set aﬂame in Mary and what she returned to him a
hundredfold—was love…

THE BONDI LIFESAVER
SYDNEY'S 1970S SEX, DRUGS AND ROCK N ROLL HQ
The story of a rock and roll fun park, much loved by the famous and not-so-famous, told by those who were there, which is tricky because they partied non-stop, rarely slept and
brutalised their brain cells. From Bondi Beach to Kings Cross and the CBD there was just too much music to play or hear, too much excess to exceed and too much indulgence to
overindulge in. But too much was never enough, and the Bondi Lifesaver was their clubhouse.

THE DEVIL'S DOORBELL
Brightlynx Publishing The clitoris is the devil’s doorbell... So say those threatened by female sexuality, afraid of the power of a woman who claims her own pleasure. Seven
powerhouse authors take on the topic with erotic stories that wrestle the notion that a sexual woman is a dangerous woman. Perhaps there is reason to fear.

ROULETTE
Montlake Romance Miki has her perfect life thrown oﬀ track by a tragedy and ﬁnds herself traveling to St. Petersburg to take over her father's billion-dollar business, a situation
complicated by a French playboy rival who is everything she wants.

LOVE IS DARKNESS
A VALERIE DEARBORN NOVEL
Createspace Independent Pub In London for graduate school, Valerie Dearborn draws the attention of Lucas, a 1600-year-old Vampire, who makes her an oﬀer she can't refuse - help
him ﬁnd out if the Others (Empaths, Fey and Werewolves) still exist or he'll stop protecting those she loves.

AGAINST ANARCHY
POLITICAL ALTERITY IN BRITISH MODERNISM
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG 'Against Anarchy' investigates the function of Anarchism in Early Modernist political ﬁction. The study explains how political novels from 1886 to
1911 narrate and evaluate the function of Anarchists as embodiments of a radical space beyond politics. The literary prevalence of Anarchists has so far not been connected
systematically to its literary and political functions. The study addresses this research gap in detailed analyses of a radical theme in narratives by Joseph Conrad, Henry James, and
G.K. Chesterton. It shows that each novel presents strategies of demarcation that allow turn-of-the-century Britain to project its cultural anxieties upon an imagined other, the
dreaded ﬁgure labelled ‘Anarchist’. The political radical is set up as the foil against which comforting self-descriptions can be maintained. Rather than merely reproducing this
boundary work, however, the novels also evaluate its function, both for the respective political system and for their own narrative capabilities — and present the consequences
incurred by the loss of an anarchist outside. 'Against Anarchy' is a thorough cultural historiography of the politically other and marginal. At the same time, the study demonstrates
that close attention to the speciﬁc literary image of Anarchism allows for a re-evaluation of political thought beyond its immediate historical moment — a literary political theory in
its own right.

I AM NOT A COP!
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster IN THIS CAPTIVATING, OFTEN HILARIOUS DEBUT MYSTERY, ONE OF THE GREAT COMEDIANS OF OUR TIME BLENDS FACT WITH FICTION, AS LAW & ORDER: SVU'S
RICHARD BELZER'S OFF-CAMERA PERSONA COMES TO LIFE ON THE PAGE, EMPLOYING INVESTIGATIVE KNOW-HOW AND COMEDIC TIMING IN EQUAL MEASURE TO SOLVE THE MYSTERY
SURROUNDING THE DISAPPEARANCE OF A TRUSTED FRIEND. When Richard Belzer meets Rudy Markovich, nyc medical examiner, for dinner in Brighton Beach, he has little reason to
expect anything more than a friendly bull session. But in the next twenty-four hours Belzer ﬁnds himself in the middle of a vicious street brawl, splashed across the tabloid
headlines as an out-of-control celeb, and fearing for the life of his good pal Rudy -- who police assume is sleeping at the bottom of the East River. As Belzer ﬁnds himself increasingly
required to call upon the resources he taps to portray Detective Munch on nbc, he maintains his sense of humor and carries us along on a rollicking ride through the underworld of
New York City. With Rudy kidnapped, or worse, it falls to The Belz to track him down and solve the riddle to the vanishing act. The lives of Detective Munch and Richard Belzer
collide and mesh in I Am Not a Cop! as one of America's great comics and TV cops brings all of his talents to bear in book form and provides a triumph of the mystery genre.

BOUND WITH PASSION
Lady Georgiana Elizabeth Cambury has been a "wild romping girl" all her life: dressing in trousers, riding astride, and doing just ﬁne, thank you very much. Her father's exceedingly
generous bequest-and her mother's liberal views of the world-have ensured that Georgie will never be a slave to the barbarous institutions of marriage or motherhood. Or so she
thinks. When she returns from ﬁve years in North Africa to boring Derbyshire for a brief, obligatory family visit, she ﬁnds herself in the midst of a legal snarl involving Mr. James
Rushford and Lord Trevor Mayson-neighbors, lovers, and her two closest friends. Mayson's father has declared that he must marry or forfeit his vast inheritance, so Georgie blithely
oﬀers to walk down the aisle, in name only. Problem solved. But try as she might, Georgie cannot ignore the passion that quickly blazes between all three of them. When her
marriage of convenience turns into something much deeper, Georgie must decide if she is willing to give up the independence she has fought so hard to achieve-or if love is worth
the ultimate surrender.

BOWSER THE HOUND
Courier Corporation Bowser the Hound, outsmarted so often by Old Man Coyote, is taken advantage of once again when the coyote leads him on a long chase that ends far from the
canine's home.

THE FAMILY FROM ONE END STREET
AND SOME OF THEIR ADVENTURES
Puﬃn Books There are seven children in the Ruggles family - three girls and four boys - and though they are poor, they manage to have a lot of fun. All the Ruggles are lovable,
interesting and very individual - from capable Lily Rose down to baby William.

IN LOVE AGAIN
SECOND CHANCE... The Marchioness of Wick is about to get a second chance at life...whether she wants it or not. After twenty years in a loveless marriage to a duplicitous British
aristocrat, Claire Heyworth Barnes ﬁnds herself broke and alone. Encouraged by her dynamic American sisters-in-law, the shy royal decides to start over in New York City. When she
lands a job with a famous interior designer, Claire accidentally reconnects with the ﬁrst-and only-man she ever loved. FIRST LOVE... Benjamin Hayek has never forgiven Claire for the
heartless way she left him when they were teenagers in the south of France. And even if he could, Claire's not sure she has the courage to contend with how he makes her feel. Can
they build a new love from an old ﬂame? Or will a bitter history and a complicated future stand in their way?

PRINCE CHARLES
THE PASSIONS AND PARADOXES OF AN IMPROBABLE LIFE
Random House NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The life and loves of Prince Charles are illuminated in a major new biography from the New York Times bestselling author of
Elizabeth the Queen—perfect for fans of The Crown. Sally Bedell Smith returns once again to the British royal family to give us a new look at Prince Charles, the oldest heir to the
throne in more than three hundred years. This vivid, eye-opening biography—the product of four years of research and hundreds of interviews with palace oﬃcials, former
girlfriends, spiritual gurus, and more, some speaking on the record for the ﬁrst time—is the ﬁrst authoritative treatment of Charles’s life that sheds light on the death of Diana, his
marriage to Camilla, and his preparations to take the throne one day. Prince Charles brings to life the real man, with all of his ambitions, insecurities, and convictions. It begins with
his lonely childhood, in which he struggled to live up to his father’s expectations and sought companionship from the Queen Mother and his great-uncle Lord Mountbatten. It follows
him through diﬃcult years at school, his early love aﬀairs, his intellectual quests, his entrepreneurial pursuits, and his intense search for spiritual meaning. It tells of the tragedy of
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his marriage to Diana; his eventual reunion with his true love, Camilla; and his relationships with William, Kate, Harry, and his grandchildren. Ranging from his glamorous palaces to
his country homes, from his globe-trotting travels to his local initiatives, Smith shows how Prince Charles possesses a ﬁercely independent spirit and yet has spent more than six
decades waiting for his destined role, living a life dictated by protocols he often struggles to obey. With keen insight and the discovery of unexpected new details, Smith lays bare
the contradictions of a man who is more complicated, tragic, and compelling than we knew, until now. Praise for Prince Charles “[Smith] understands the British upper classes and
aristocracy (including the royals) very well indeed. . . . [She] makes many telling, shrewd points in pursuit of realigning the popular image of Prince Charles.”—William Boyd, The
New York Times Book Review “[A] masterly account.”—The Wall Street Journal “Thoroughly researched and insightful . . . In this proﬁle, it is clear [Smith] got inside the circular
barriers that protect the man and his position. The Charles that emerges is, as the subtitle suggests, both a paradox and a creature of his passions.”—The Washington Times “[A]
compellingly juicy bio . . . Windsor-philes will be mesmerized.”—People “Prince Charles paints an aﬀectingly human portrait. . . . Smith writes about [Charles’s life] with a skill and
sympathy she perfected in her 2012 biography of Charles’s mother.”—The Christian Science Monitor “Comprehensive and admirably fair . . . Until his accession to the throne,
Smith’s portrait will stand as the deﬁnitive study.”—Booklist (starred review) “[A] fascinating book that is not just about a man who would be king, but also about the duties that
come with privilege.”—Walter Isaacson “Sally Bedell Smith has given us a complete and compelling portrait of the man in the shadow of the throne. It’s all here, from the back stairs
of the palaces to the front pages of the tabs.”—Tom Brokaw

THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL (THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL, BOOK 1)
HarperCollins UK THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL will soon be a major motion picture from Netﬂix, starring Academy Award winner Charlize Theron, Kerry Washington, Laurence
Fishburne, Michelle Yeoh, Cate Blanchett, and many more! A dark and enchanting fantasy adventure for those who prefer fairytales with a twist. The ﬁrst in the bestselling series.

GAME OF CROWNS
ELIZABETH, CAMILLA, KATE, AND THE THRONE
Simon and Schuster A moving and compulsively readable look into the lives, loves, relationships, and rivalries among the three women at the heart of the British royal family today:
Queen Elizabeth II, Camilla Parker-Bowles, and Kate Middleton—from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Good Son, These Few Precious Days, and The Day Diana Died.
One has been famous longer than anyone on the planet—a dutiful daughter, a frustrated mother, a doting grandmother, a steel-willed taskmaster, a wily stateswoman, an enduring
symbol of an institution that has lasted a thousand years, and a global icon who has not only been an eyewitness to history but a part of it. One is the great-granddaughter of a
King’s mistress and one of the most famous “other women” of the modern age—a woman who somehow survived a ﬁrestorm of scorn to ultimately marry the love of her life, and in
the process replace her arch rival, one of the most beloved ﬁgures of the twentieth century. One is a beautiful commoner, the university-educated daughter of a ﬂight attendantturned-millionaire entrepreneur, a fashion scion the equal of her adored mother-in-law, and the ﬁrst woman since King George V’s wife, Queen Mary, to lay claim to being the
daughter-in-law of one future king, the wife another, and the mother of yet another. Game of Crowns is an in-depth and exquisitely researched exploration of the lives of these three
remarkable women and the striking and sometimes subtle ways in which their lives intersect and intertwine. Examining their surprising similarities and stark diﬀerences, Andersen
travels beyond the royal palace walls to illustrate who these three women really are today—and how they will directly reshape the landscape of the monarchy.

MORE THAN THIS
Kensington Publishing Corp. When a lonely teacher teams up with a handsome bartender for some outrageous acts, they both get more than they bargained for. . . Learning her exhusband is going to be a father, Quinn Adams is determined to have a baby of her own--without the partnership of a man. But her sister and friends believe she needs to focus on
herself ﬁrst, and step out of her comfort zone by completing a list of adventures. Challenge number one is to go on ﬁve dates within two weeks. After a few disastrous attempts,
Quinn's ready to give up--until sexy bartender Ryan O'Leary oﬀers his assistance. Ryan has always been the dependable one in his family, often at his expense. But lately, he's been
longing for a life--and a woman--of his own. The woman he has in mind is Quinn. Though it seems all she wants is friendship, Ryan can't ignore the explosive chemistry he feels
between them. In the hopes of becoming closer, Ryan oﬀers to help out with Quinn's list. But when she asks him for a serious favor, he's afraid it will jeopardize his chance to
become more than friends. 102,100

ONCE A SOLDIER
Zebra Books A Regency series debut from the New York Times bestselling author whose “endearing characters and warm-hearted stories never fail to inspire and delight” (Sabrina
Jeﬀries). As heir to a title and great wealth, Will Masterson should have stayed home and tended his responsibilities. Instead he went to war. Now, after perilous years ﬁghting the
French, he intends his current mission to be his last. But all his plans are forgotten when he arrives in the small mountain stronghold of San Gabriel and meets her. Knowing herself
to be too tall, strong, and unconventional to appeal to a man, Athena Markham has always gloried in her independence. But for the ﬁrst time in her life, she ﬁnds a man who might
be her match. Two of a kind, too brave for their own good, Athena and Will vow to do whatever it takes to vanquish San Gabriel’s enemies. For neither will back down from death,
and only together can they ﬁnd happiness and a love deeper than any they’d dared imagine . . . Praise for the Rogues Redeemed series “Putney begins her new Rogues Redeemed
series on a high note with an impeccably written book that realistically integrates the cost of the Napoleonic Wars into a compelling story that neatly balances dangerous
adventures and passionate romance.”—Booklist “A thrilling, romantic tale.”—Bookpage, Top Pick of the Month “Putney’s multifaceted and well-developed characters add depth to
this romance, which is complete with the trials of war and the promise of future series installments.”—Publishers Weekly

A BOLLYWOOD AFFAIR
Kensington Books “An impressive debut . . . Vibrant and exuberantly romantic, Aﬀair is chock full of details that reﬂect India’s social and cultural ﬂux.”—NPR.org Mili Rathod hasn’t
seen her husband in twenty years—not since she was promised to him at the age of four. Yet marriage has allowed Mili a freedom rarely given to girls in her village. Her
grandmother has even allowed her to leave India and study in America for eight months, all to make her the perfect modern wife. Which is exactly what Mili longs to be—if her
husband would just come and claim her. Bollywood’s favorite director, Samir Rathod, has come to Michigan to secure a divorce for his older brother. Persuading a naïve village girl
to sign the papers should be easy for someone with Samir’s tabloid-famous charm. But Mili is neither a fool nor a gold-digger. Open-hearted yet complex, she’s trying to reconcile
her independence with cherished traditions. And before he can stop himself, Samir is immersed in Mili’s life—cooking her dal and rotis, escorting her to her roommate’s elaborate
Indian wedding, and wondering where his loyalties and happiness lie. Heartfelt, witty, and thoroughly engaging, Sonali Dev’s debut is both a vivid exploration of modern India and a
deeply honest story of love, in all its diversity. “Deeply-felt emotions that will keep readers turning the pages.”—Susan Elizabeth Phillips, New York Times-bestselling author “Debut
author Sonali Dev writes a beautiful love story in A Bollywood Aﬀair . . . One of the best romances I’ve read this year.”—USA Today

THE UGLY DUCHESS
Harper Collins “Eloisa James is extraordinary.” —Lisa Kleypas “Nothing gets me to the bookstore faster than a new novel by Eloisa James.” —Julia Quinn New York Times bestselling
author Eloisa James gives the classic Hans Christian Andersen story of “The Ugly Duckling” a wonderful, witty, and delightfully passionate twist. The Ugly Duchess is another
fairytale inspired romance from the unparalleled storyteller whose writing, author Teresa Medieros raves, “is truly scrumptious.” A sexy and fun historical romance, James’s winning
tale of a glorious reawakening does not feature ducks and swans—rather it’s a charming story of a young woman unaware of her own beauty, suddenly duty-bound to wed the
dashing gentleman who has always been her platonic best friend…until now.

ONCE A REBEL
Zebra Books The bestselling author delivers a Regency tale “that deftly balances fascinating historical detail, adventure, and menace with a passionate romance” (Library Journal).
As Washington burns, Callista Brooke is trapped in the battle between her native England and her adopted homeland. She is on the verge of losing everything, including her life,
when a handsome Englishman cuts through the violent crowd to claim that she is his. Callie falls into her protector’s arms, recognizing that he is no stranger, but the boy she’d once
loved, a lifetime ago. Lord George Gordon Audley had been Callie’s best friend, and it was to Gordon she turned in desperation to avoid a loathsome arranged marriage. But the
repercussions of his gallant attempt to rescue her sent Callie packing to Jamaica, and Gordon on a one-way trip to the penal colony of Australia. Against all odds, Gordon survived.
Finding Callie is like reclaiming his tarnished soul, and once again he vows to do whatever is necessary to protect her and those she loves. But the innocent friendship they shared
as children has become a dangerous passion that may save or destroy them when they challenge the aristocratic society that exiled them both . . . Praise for New York Times
bestselling author Mary Jo Putney and the Rogues Redeemed series “Putney’s endearing characters and warm-hearted stories never fail to inspire and delight.”—Sabrina Jeﬀries
“An impeccably written book that realistically integrates the cost of the Napoleonic Wars into a compelling story that neatly balances dangerous adventures and passionate
romance.”—Booklist “A thrilling, romantic tale.”—Bookpage, Top Pick of the Month

THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE PINK CARNATION
Allison & Busby Eloise Kelly longs for the romance of years gone by; for a dashing hero like The Scarlet Pimpernel to come and sweep her oﬀ her Jimmy Choo-clad feet...but instead
she's sloshing around London in the rain and ﬁnally realising that romantic heroes are a thing of the past. To distract herself from such thoughts, Eloise concentrates on her History
dissertation, and it's while rummaging through a pile of old letters and diaries that she discovers something amazing, something that historians have missed: the secret history of
the most elusive spy of all time, The Pink Carnation. But why is the very modern Colin Selwick so determined to interfere with Eloise's research? And why does he have to be quite so
charming...?

AUBERON
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AN EXPANSE NOVELLA
Hachette UK A novella set in the universe of James S. A. Corey's New York Times bestselling Expanse series, Auberon explores a new and alien world and the age-old dangers that
humanity has carried with it to the stars. Now a Prime Original series. Auberon is one of the ﬁrst and most important colony worlds in humanity's reach, and the new conquering
faction has come to claim it. Governor Rittenaur has come to bring civilization and order to the far outpost and guarantee the wealth and power of the Empire. But Auberon already
has its own history, a complex culture, and a criminal kingpin named Erich with very diﬀerent plans. In a world of deceit, violence, and corruption, the greatest danger Rittenaur
faces is love. The Expanse Leviathan Wakes Caliban's War Abaddon's Gate Cibola Burn Nemesis Games Babylon's Ashes Persepolis Rising Tiamat's Wrath The Expanse Short Fiction
The Butcher of Anderson Station Gods of Risk The Churn The Vital Abyss Strange Dogs Auberon

SHADES OF WICKED
A NIGHT REBEL NOVEL
HarperCollins In this thrilling new Night Rebel series set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night Huntress world, sexy and ruthless vampire Ian ﬁnally meets his
match! The Rule Breaker... Master vampire Ian is unrepentant, shameless…and every shade of wicked. He’s made one too many enemies in his two centuries of existence, including
Dagon, a demon who now lays claim to his soul. Ian’s only chance to escape Dagon is to join forces with a Law Guardian, but he's never been able to abide by the rules for long. The
Law Maker... Veritas’ normal role is police, judge, and jury to reprobates like Ian. But she has her own ax to grind with Dagon, so if she can use Ian as bait...well, all’s fair in law and
war. As they scour supernatural hotspots to perfect their trap, Veritas soon realizes Ian’s carefully cultivated, devil-may-care roguish image hides something much more powerful.
And Ian discovers Veritas has shocking secrets of her own. As they’re drawn to each other with a passion as intense as their peril, either love or justice will prevail. But each will
have devastating consequences.

WICKED BITE
A NIGHT REBEL NOVEL
HarperCollins In the newest Night Rebel novel, set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night Huntress world, beautiful, daring vampire Veritas risks all to protect
Ian… Some promises are meant to be broken… Veritas spent most of her life as a vampire Law Guardian. Now, she’s about to break every rule by secretly hunting down the dark
souls that were freed in order to save Ian. But the risks are high. For if she gets caught, she could lose her job. And catching the sinister creatures might cost Veritas her own life.
Some vows are forever… Ian’s memories might be fragmented, but this master vampire isn’t about to be left behind by the woman who entranced him, bound herself to him, and
then disappeared. So what if demons, other Law Guardians, and dangerous, otherworldly forces stand against them? Come hell or high water, Ian intends to remind Veritas of the
burning passion between them, because she is the only person seared on his mind—and his soul…

REDEEMING JUSTICE
FROM DEFENDANT TO DEFENDER, MY FIGHT FOR EQUITY ON BOTH SIDES OF A BROKEN SYSTEM
Convergent Books “A moving and beautifully crafted memoir.”—SCOTT TUROW “A daring act of justiﬁed deﬁance.”—SHAKA SENGHOR “Nothing less than heroic.”—JOHN GRISHAM
He was seventeen when an all-white jury sentenced him to prison for a crime he didn’t commit. Now a pioneering lawyer, he recalls the journey that led to his exoneration—and
inspired him to devote his life to ﬁghting the many injustices in our legal system. Seventeen years old and facing nearly thirty years behind bars, Jarrett Adams sought to ﬁgure out
the why behind his fate. Sustained by his mother and aunts who brought him back from the edge of despair through letters of prayer and encouragement, Adams became obsessed
with our legal system in all its damaged glory. After studying how his constitutional rights to eﬀective counsel had been violated, he solicited the help of the Wisconsin Innocence
Project, an organization that exonerates the wrongfully convicted, and won his release after nearly ten years in prison. But the journey was far from over. Adams took the lessons he
learned through his incarceration and worked his way through law school with the goal of helping those who, like himself, had faced our legal system at its worst. After earning his
law degree, he worked with the New York Innocence Project, becoming the ﬁrst exoneree ever hired by the nonproﬁt as a lawyer. In his ﬁrst case with the Innocence Project, he
argued before the same court that had convicted him a decade earlier—and won. In this illuminating story of hope and full-circle redemption, Adams draws on his life and the cases
of his clients to show the racist tactics used to convict young men of color, the unique challenges facing exonerees once released, and how the lack of equal representation in our
courts is a failure not only of empathy but of our collective ability to uncover the truth. Redeeming Justice is an unforgettable ﬁrsthand account of the limits—and possibilities—of
our country’s system of law.

THE 8-HOUR DIET
WATCH THE POUNDS DISAPPEAR WITHOUT WATCHING WHAT YOU EAT!
Rodale In The 8-Hour Diet, a New York Times bestseller in hardcover, authors David Zinczenko and Peter Moore present a paradigm-shifting plan that allows readers to eat anything
they want, as much as they want—and still strip away 20, 40, 60 pounds, or more. Stunning new research shows readers can lose remarkable amounts of weight eating as much as
they want of any food they want—as long as they eat within a set 8-hour time period. Zinczenko and Moore demonstrate how simply observing this timed-eating strategy just 3 days
a week will reset a dieter's metabolism so that he or she can enter fat-burning mode ﬁrst thing in the morning—and stay there all day long. And by focusing on 8 critical, nutrientrich Powerfoods, readers will not only lose weight, but also protect themselves from Alzheimer's, heart disease, even the common cold. In the book, readers will ﬁnd motivating
strategies, delicious recipes, and an 8-minute workout routine to maximize calorie burn. The 8-Hour Diet promises to strip away unwanted pounds and give readers the focus and
willpower they need to reach all of their goals for weight loss and life.

HANDBAG DESIGNER 101
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT DESIGNING, MAKING, AND MARKETING HANDBAGS
Voyageur Press (MN) Blumenthal provides instructions and patterns for creating ﬁfteen essential styles, allowing you to make your own bags. Also included is the inside scoop on
turning your handbag hobby into a successful business.

HIGHLAND WARRIOR
Ballantine Books The ruthless enforcer of Scotland’s most powerful clan, Jamie Campbell will use any means necessary to vanquish lawlessness and unrest among the feuding
Highland clans. Seduction is a game as easily played as subterfuge, but when Jamie poses a as suitor to a rival clan’s daughter in order to expose treason, the line between duty and
pleasure is suddenly blurred. Ebony-haired, ruby-lipped Caitrina Lamont deﬁes him, denies him, and arouses him like no other woman. Caitrina has no intention of forsaking her
beloved father and doting brothers for a husband–especially a hated Campbell. But Jamie’s raw, sensual strength and searing kiss melt her resistance. When her idyllic world is
shattered, Caitrina’s only hope to save her clan lies in the arms of Jamie Campbell, the enemy she holds accountable for its ruin. Can their tenuous truce, born in the velvet darkness
of passionate nights, forge a love as strong as the sword that rules the Highlands?

INTO THE DREAMING
A rerelease of the best-selling Fever series author's previously out-of-print novella follows the story of aspiring romance novelist Jane Sillee, who after years of dreaming of
passionate trysts with a handsome Highlander ﬁnds herself transported into the past world of a man haunted by years of imprisonment by the dark fae.

LORD PERFECT
NUMBER 3 IN SERIES
Hachette UK Tall, dark, and handsome, the heir to the Earl of Hargate, Benedict Carsington, is known for his impeccable manners and good breeding. Benedict knows all the rules
and has no trouble following them - until Bathsheba Wingate enters his life. Bathsheba Wingate belongs to the rotten branch of the DeLucey family: a notorious bunch of liars,
frauds and swindlers. Small wonder her husband's high-born family disowned him. Now widowed, Bathsheba is determined to give her young daughter a proper upbringing. Nothing
and no one will disrupt her plans. Then Bathseba's hoyden daughter lures Benedict's precocious nephew into a quest for a legendary treasure. To recover the would-be knights
errant, Benedict and Bathsheba must embark on a rescue mission that puts them in dangerous, intimate proximity. Fortunately, Benedict is in perfect control - despite his mad
desire to break all the rules. Perfect control. Really.

HOT HEAD
Where there's smoke, there's ﬁre... Since 9/11, Brooklyn ﬁreﬁghter Griﬀ Muir has wrestled with impossible feelings for his best friend and partner at Ladder 181, Dante Anastagio.
Unfortunately, Dante is strictly a ladies' man, and the FDNY isn't exactly gay-friendly. For ten years, Griﬀ has hidden his heart in a half-life of public heroics and private anguish.
Griﬀ's caution and Dante's cockiness make them an unbeatable team. To protect his buddy, there's nothing Griﬀ wouldn't do... until a nearly bankrupt Dante proposes the worst
possible solution: HotHead.com, a gay porn website where uniformed hunks get down and dirty. And Dante wants them to appear there--together. Griﬀ may have to guard his heart
and live out his darkest fantasies on camera. Can he rescue the man he loves without wrecking their careers, their families, or their friendship?
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THE HEIR AND THE SPARE
Simon and Schuster Soon after starting university in Oxford, Evie ﬁnds herself falling in love with her very own prince charming—who turns out to be an actual prince—in this
contemporary novel that is Anna and the French Kiss with a royal family twist. When a letter from her late mom sends Evie to Oxford on the adventure of a lifetime, she’s ready for
an amazing ﬁrst year of college. And it starts oﬀ with a bang—soon after setting foot on English soil, Evie falls for a boy, Edmund, who turns out to be a real prince. Second in line to
the throne of England, in fact. From the demands of his royal family, to the stuck-up aristocrat determined to be the one to win his heart, loving Edmund can be a challenge, one
that Evie’s more than up for. And as more letters from Evie’s mom arrive, Evie and Edmund team up to sort out her mom’s secret…even if the truth might change everything.

ABKHASIANS: THE LONG-LIVING PEOPLE OF THE CAUCASUS
New York : Holt, Rinehart and Winston
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